## ALUMNI EMPLOYMENT 2019-2021
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https://corcoran.gwu.edu/interior-architecture-outcomes
```

### 2021

#### BFA Graduates
- **Claire Bainlardi**: Residential Interior Designer at Heitler Houstoun Architects
- **Tiana Barkley**: Hospitality Interior Designer at Ash NYC
- **Lila Gaber**: no employment information
- **Alexa Greig**: Workplace Interior Designer at Gensler
- **Jana Khalil**: Residential Interior Designer at Shotgun Double LLC Interior Design Consulting
- **Caitlin MacGregor**: Art Department Production Assistant for the Guardians of the Galaxy Franchise
- **Sibyl Frances Nataf**: Residential Interior Designer at M.S. Vicas Interiors
- **Athena Poulos**: no employment information
- **Alaina Willard**: Pursuing MA in Interior Architecture at George Washington University
- **Contra Williams**: no employment information
- **Francisco Cabrera**: no employment information
- **Sophia Denezza**: Workplace Interior Designer at Gensler
- **Trevor Frantz**: Residential Interior Designer at Solis Betancourt & Sherrill
- **Dex Frederick**: Residential Interior Designer + Project Manager at Hudson Green Craft
- **Victoria Gogick**: Residential Interior Designer at Darryl Carter Design
- **Hannah Hathaway**: Residential Interior Designer at HKIT Architects
- **Caroline Kahn**: Residential Interior Designer at Christie Leu Interiors
- **Salli Mandel**: Commercial Interior Designer at CallisonRTKL
- **Grace Poillucci**: Pursuing Master of Architecture at University of Southern California
- **Morgan Richmeier**: Residential Interior Designer at Michael Smith Inc.

#### MFA Graduates
- **Edewede Akpesiri-Odia**: Residential Interior Designer + Owner at Teranky Interiors, Design & Build
- **Yi-Chen Chang**: Commercial Interior Designer at AJC Architects
- **Treyniqua Dickey**: no employment information
- **Aileen Kim**: no employment information
- **Andre Lackey**: Residential Interior Designer at Amy Karyn Inc
- **Taylor Oosting**: Commercial Interior Designer at Hickok Cole
- **Brynn Jacoby Orban**: Hospitality Interior Designer at HapstakDemetriou+
- **Shannen Quinn**: Commercial Interior Design OPX
- **Hannah Shafer**: Residential Interior Designer at Saltbox Architecture
- **Vanessa Spencer**: Commercial Interior Designer at IA Interior Architects
- **Mengjiao Wang**: Workplace Interior Designer at Gensler
- **Aidan Young**: Certification Operations Associate at Green Business Certification Inc.
**2020**

**BFA Graduates**

Tina Jawdat Khalil Al Alami  no employment information
Lorena Arbulu  Sales Assistant at Luminaire
Aidan Camera  Residential Interior Designer at Pulp Design Studio
Natalia Castilla  Workplace Interior Designer at Gensler
Hannah Hoffman  Design Consultant at RH
Emma Kraus  Commercial + Residential Interior Designer at Atelier MjK
Anna Savino  Head of Communications, Kreeger Museum in DC
Sandra Shanoudi  Commercial + Residential Interior Designer at Lisa Galano Design Consultancy
Lucia Steele  Pursuing MFA in Furniture Design at Rhode Island School of Design
Bridget Turner  Commercial + Residential Interior Designer at Input Creative Studio
Meredith Yarp  Design Consultant at RH
Aria Coleman  Pursuing Masters of Architecture at the Royal College of Art
Owen Felsher  Residential Interior Designer at Jessica Schuster Design
Arden Geismar  Commercial + Residential Interior Designer at Lisa Galano Design Consultancy
Megan Kaplan  Content Editor at Telavivian Magazine
Camellia Minervini  Master of Architecture at The Art Institute of Chicago Institute
Zoe Moskowitz  Design Consultant at RH
Jamie Oakley  Graduate Assistant at St. Lawrence University
Haven Williams  Design Consultant at Simply Fresh Food
Abigail Zola  Pursuing Master of Architecture at Rhode Island School of Design

**MFA Graduates**

Sahar Al Shaibani  no employment information
Bryn Bassett  no employment information
Grace Boateng  Illustrator + Graphic Designer at Healing Design
Courtney Bradshaw  Residential Interior Designer at Sanabria & Co.
Kelsey Dean  no employment information
Hannah Gilbertson  Residential Interior Designer at Melissa Colgan Interiors
Jordan Jackson  Commercial Interior Designer at OPX
Suzannah Klein  no employment information
Yin-Ling Lee  no employment information
Michelai Lowe  IBMxHBCU Quantum Center, Program Manager at Howard University
Isabel Moffly  Residential + Commercial Interior Designer at PLACES studio
Ansley Nemirow  Client Services Coordinator at CBRE
Chelsea Schuster  Residential Interior Designer at Sanabria & Co.
Michael Smith  Commercial Interior Designer at Muse Architect
Chelsea Stake  Commercial Interior Designer at Hickok Cole
Yesica Suarez  Residential Interior Designer at Margery Wedderburn Interiors
Lindsay Sydness  Residential Interior Designer at Nicole Lanteri Design
Molly Walker  Commercial + Residential Interior Designer at Design Case LLC
Patrick Walsh  Residential Interior Designer at Landis Architects | Builders
Stacey White  Residential Interior Designer at Elizabeth Kannan Interior Design
2019

BFA Graduates
Julia Abriola                      Commercial Interior Designer at KSS Architects
Martha Arndt                      Residential Interior Designer at Barrett Oswald Designs
Kathleen Brennan                  no employment information
Rebecca Houston                   no employment information
Hannah Kaminsky                   Sales Specialist at Michael Cleary Showroom
Amanda Karacsony                  Commercial Interior Designer at Hickok Cole
Sydney Meister                    Pursuing Masters Degree in Real Estate at Georgetown University
Gabriella Morris                  Pursuing Masters in Architecture at Pratt Institute + Lighting Designer at HDR
Caroline Boyle                    Residential Interior Designer + Owner at Lingo Home
Mia Polokoff                      Residential Interior Designer at Silverstone Investment Group
Karim Abdel-Wadood                Residential Interior Designer at Zen Ren Inc.
Maha Hani A Alamri                no employment information
Natalie Bahou                     Design Coordinator + Visual Merchandiser; Ethan Allen Global
Nicole Degliomini                 Workplace Interior Designer at Gensler
Matthew Jenkins                   Design Associate at St. Michael’s Fine Woodworking and Cabinetry, LLC
Mariam Kerolos                    Residential Interior Designer at Better Home Group
Ellen Kim                         Residential Interior Designer at Laura Fox Interior Design
Mayyasa Roach                     Commercial Interior Designer at //3877
Hannah Shaffer                    Commercial + Residential Junior Interior Designer at Interior Matter

MFA Graduates
Letitia An                        no employment information
Aliza Goldsmith                   Commercial Interior Designer at HOK
Martha Gould                      no employment information
Anna Kate Kingston                no employment information
Amelia Knox                       Residential Interior Designer + Owner at Amelia Knox Design
Daniel McKenzie                   Workplace Interior Designer at Gensler
Daniel Moreno                    Institutional Interior Designer at Gallaudet U.
Kimberly Panozzo                  Residential Interior Designer at J.D. Ireland Interior Architecture and Design
Jackie Petrak                     Residential Interior Designer at Lisa & Leroy
Nastaran Rashidbenam             Commercial Interior Designer at Perkins and Will
Nicole Sears                      Commercial Interior Designer at sshape
Chuqi Zhang                       Commercial Interior Designer at LKK Design Co
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